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Symmetry and Unimodality in Linear Inference
D. R. Jensen
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Distribution-free results beyond Gauss-Markov theory are found under weak
assumptions regarding the errors. Symmetry, unimodality, and location-scale
families are studied in estimation; nonstandard versions of GaussMarkov results
are given; and distribution-free confidence sets are tightened under symmetry and
unimodality of errors. Normal-theory approximate tests are seen to exhibit
monotone power in certain classes of symmetric unimodal errors.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Linear models of the type Y=X;+= are basic. Their properties are
widely known under weak moment assumptions in estimation and under
strong distributional assumptions assuring fully efficient estimators and
validity of normal-theory hypothesis tests. Between these extremes little is
known beyond weak GaussMarkov assumptions, and it remains to ask
whether additional structure might shed further useful insight.
Some progress has been reported. Suppose that the error distribution
L(=) is spherical. Then the least-squares estimator ; is median-unbiased
and, if L(=) is also A-unimodal as in Anderson [1], then ; is modal-
unbiased as well. Precise definitions are given subsequently. In these cir-
cumstances ; is most concentrated about ;, in the sense of Sherman [13],
among all median-unbiased (respectively, modal-unbiased) linear
estimators, even without moments. Details are given in Jensen [5], and
parallel findings are reported in Eaton [4] under moment assumptions.
Moreover, for the case that L(=) is A-unimodal, ; is the minimum-risk
equivariant estimator for ; under convex loss and symmetry of errors. For
further details see Cremers and Fieger [2].
In this study we seek distribution-free results under various concepts of
symmetry and unimodality of errors. We exclude spherical symmetry,
which has been covered in detail elsewhere. We reexamine applicable con-
cepts of bias even without moments; we offer nonstandard versions of
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GaussMarkov results; and we tighten distribution-free confidence bounds
based on Chebychev and Markov inequalities. For suitable classes of sym-
metric unimodal error distributions, it is shown further that normal-theory
approximate tests exhibit monotone power.
This study assembles scattered results as they bear on the ordinary least-
squares solutions ; . A principal reference is Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev
[3]. We have searched the entire data base for the Current Index to
Statistics using unimodal, symmetry, symmetric and asymmetric as key-
words. In addition, we have consulted as appropriate secondary references
arising from this search, as well as several standard textbooks on linear
models and their applications. In short, there is a paucity of work on sym-
metry and unimodality of errors in linear models, as listed in our references
and cited in the text. An outline follows.
Section 2 develops notation and basic concepts of symmetry and
unimodality of errors in Rn. A first reading may be expedited by skimming
over sometimes tedious technical details in Sections 2.22.4. The principal
findings are given next. Section 3 is concerned mainly with symmetry, and
Section 4 with unimodality, of the errors of a model. Section 5 concludes
with a brief summary.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Notation
Spaces of note include the Euclidean n-space Rn, its positive orthant Rn+ ,
the real (n_k) matrices Fn_k , the symmetric (k_k) matrices Sk , and their
positive definite varieties S +k . Here (Sk , p L) is ordered as in Loewner [9]
such that Ap L B whenever A&B is positive semidefinite, with Ao L B
when A&B # S +k . The transpose and inverse of A are A$ and A
&1. Special
arrays are the (n_n) identity In , the unit vector 1n=[1, 1, ..., 1]$ # Rn, the
block-diagonal matrix Diag(A1 , ..., Ak), and the r-fold Cartesian product
set }(r)=[&1, 1]_ } } } _[&1, 1]. By Sp(u1 , ..., uk) is meant the linear
span of [u1 , ..., uk] in Rn. A set S/Rn is called star-shaped about 0 # Rn if
for every x # S, the line segment connecting 0 to x is in S. A function
g : Rn  R1 is said to be star-contoured about 0 # Rn if its level sets
S(r)=[x # Rn : g(x)>r] are either star-shaped about 0 # Rn or are empty.
The distribution of Y # Rn is denoted by L(Y), and E(Y) and V(Y) are its
expected vector and dispersion matrix when defined. Cumulative distribu-
tion, characteristic, and probability density functions are abbreviated as
cdf, chf, and pdf, respectively. We consider models Y=X;+= of full rank
with errors = # Rn having scale parameter _2>0 and chf ,=(t). A standard
reference for multidimensional chf ’s is Lukacs and Laha [10].
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2.2. Location-Scale Families
On occasion we consider location-scale families on Rn having cdf ’s of
the type [F0 ((z1&+)_, ..., (zn&+)_) ; (+, _) # R1_R1+] and chf ’s
[,z (t)=ei+1$nt,0(_t) ; (+, _) # R1_R1+]. Here F0( } , ..., } ) is the standard cdf
on Rn having parameters (0, 1) and chf ,0(t). In a typical case we write
L(Z)=Fn(+, _). Under affine transformations Z  U=L$(Z+a) # Rk with
L # Fn_k and a # Rn, the induced chf is ,U (s)=eis$L$(+1n+ a ),0(_Ls), having
location-scale parameters (L$(+1n+a), _L), and we denote its distribution
as L(U)=Gk(L$(+1n+a), _L). Observe that neither moments nor sym-
metry are implied. For further details see Kotz, Johnson, and Read
[8, p. 105].
2.3. Symmetry on Rn
Symmetry of errors refers to invariance in distribution under a group 1
of reflections in Rn, i.e., L(=)=L(#=), or equivalently, ,=(t)=,=(#t), for
every # # 1 and t # Rn. Let Sn(1 ) comprise all 1-symmetric distributions on
Rn; let 11 /1 be a subgroup; and observe that Sn(1)/Sn(11). Specifically,
the group 10=[&In , In] reflecting through 0 # Rn is a subgroup of all
groups to be considered here; the class Sn(10) thus contains all such sym-
metric distributions; and results for Sn(10) thus apply by inclusion for any
group 1 having 10 as a subgroup. In particular, for every chf in Sn(10) we
infer that ,=(t)=,=(&t) and thus is real, as for n=1. On occasion we par-
tition Z=[Z$1 , Z$2]$ # R
n with Z1 # R
k and Z2 # R
t, k+t=n, and we con-
sider symmetry under the group 1(k, t) taking [Z$1 , Z$2] into [$1Z$1 , $2Z$2]
with ($1 , $2) # }(2)=[&1, 1]_[&1, 1].
To fix ideas, the 23=8 reflections about the coordinate axes in R3 may
be represented by [Diag(\1, \1, \1)], and every invariant chf ,=(t) then
depends only on the maximal invariant function [ |t1 |, |t2 |, |t3 |]. The
subgroup consisting of [Diag(1, 1, 1), Diag(1, 1, &1), Diag(&1, &1, 1),
Diag(&1, &1, &1)] reflects through the origin in the (=1 , =2)-plane and
reflects about that plane in R3, so that ,=(t)=,=($1 t1 , $1 t2 , $2 t3) for every
($1 , $2) # }(2) under such symmetry. The further subgroup 10=
[Diag(1, 1, 1), Diag(&1, &1, &1)] reflects through the origin in R3,
giving x  &x.
Basic properties of distributions in Sn(10) include preservation under
operations taking sums and differences, closure under linear transforma-
tions, and closure under weak convergence, as in the following.
Lemma 1. Let Sn(10) comprise the distributions on Rn symmetric about
0 # Rn under the reflection group 10=[&In , In].
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(i) If U and Z are independent having distributions in Sn(10), then
L(U\Z) # Sn(10).
(ii) Sn(10) is closed under nonsingular linear transformations.
(iii) Joint marginal distributions of order k are in Sk(10) for 1kn.
(iv) Sn(10) is closed under weak convergence.
Proof. The proof presents no special difficulties using chf ’s, and is left
to the reader. K
In what follows L(Y) is described as symmetric about + # Rn under 1
whenever L(Y&+) # Sn(1 ) under translation. Further details emerge
subsequently.
2.4. Unimodality on Rn
We develop unimodality of distributions on Rn, first as mixtures of
uniform measures on symmetric convex bodies in Rn, then using a scalar
index :. Connections then are noted.
Let Cn(1)=[K* ; * # 4(1 )] comprise the compact convex 1-invariant
sets in Rn with index set 4(1); let C 0n(1)=[K* ; * # 40(1)] consist of sets
having nonempty interiors; and consider an ensemble [+*( } ) ; * # 40(1 )]
whose typical member is the uniform measure
+*(A)=&n(A & K*)C* (2.1)
on K* having the symmetric density f*(x)=IK*(x)C*=IK*(#x)= f*(#x) for
each x # Rn and # # 1, where IK*(x) is the indicator function, &n( } ) is
Lebesgue measure on Rn, and C*=&n(K*). Further let G( } ) be a probabil-
ity measure on 40(1 ); let G(1 ) comprise all such measures; and consider
mixtures of the type
+( } ; G)=|
40
+*( } ) dG(*) (2.2)
with 40=40(1 ) and G( } ) # G(1 ). Finally let Mn(1) be the closed convex
hull of the ensemble [+*( } ) ; * # 40(1 )], where convexity encompasses all
mixtures of type (2.2) as G( } ) ranges over G(1), and closure is in the sense
of weak convergence.
Members of Mn(1 ) are henceforth called 1-symmetric unimodal distribu-
tions on Rn. These include singular measures as limits corresponding to a
sequence [K*] converging to some K** whose interior is empty, and
mixtures of these. Moreover, if 11 /1 is a subgroup, then Mn(1 )/
Mn(11). In particular, Mn(10) contains all distributions Mn(1) for every
group 1 having 10 as a subgroup. The class Mn(10), due to Kanter [7],
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is equivalent to a class called the central convex unimodal distributions on
Rn, as shown in Section 2.5 of Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [3]. Related
developments and some refinements are given in Mattner [11].
Basic properties, including closure under linear transformations and the
structure of marginal and conditional distributions, may be summarized as
follows for Mn(10) and Mn(1(k, t)).
Lemma 2. Suppose that L(Z) # Mn(1); let Y=A$Z with A # Fn_k ; par-
tition Z$=[Z$1 , Z$2] with Z1 # Rk and Z2 # Rt, k+t=n; and consider the
group 1(k, t) taking [Z$1 , Z$2] into [$1 Z$1 , $2 Z$2] with ($1 , $2) # }(2). Then
(i) Mn(10) is closed under nonsingular linear transformations, i.e.,
L(L$Z) # Mn(10) for every nonsingular L # Fn_n .
(ii) If L(Z) # Mn(10) and if Y=A$Z with A # Fn_k , then L(Y) #
Mk(10). In particular, L(Z1) # Mk(10) and L(Z2) # Mt(10).
(iii) The class Mn(1(k, t)) is closed under linear transformations of the
type (Z1 , Z2)  (L$1Z1 , L$2Z2) with L1 # Fk_k and L2 # Ft_t .
(iv) If L(Z) # Mn(1(k, t)) is nonsingular on Rn, then the conditional
distributions L(Z1 | z}2) and L(Z2 | z
}
1) are in Mk(10) and Mt(10), respec-
tively.
Proof. Suppose that L(Z) is given by +( } ; G) as in (2.2) for some
G( } ) # G(10). If T : Z  L$Z is one-to-one, then convexity, compactness,
and symmetry of the generating sets [K* ; * # 40(10)] carry over to include
their images [T(K*) ; * # 40(10)], as does uniformity of the generating
measures over these sets. The induced measure for L$Z accordingly takes
the form (2.2) with the same G( } ) # G(10), giving conclusion (i) on taking
mixtures and limits as needed. For conclusion (ii) it suffices to examine the
joint marginal distribution of the first k elements of L$Z as in Theorem 2.17
of Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [3], giving L(A$Z) # Mk(10) as claimed.
Conclusion (iii) proceeds using chf ’s, where ,Z (t1 , t2)=,Z ($1 t1 , $2 t2)
for t1 # R
k, t2 # R
t, and for all ($1 , $2) # }(2). With U$=[U$1 , U$2]=
[Z$1 L1 , Z$2L2], we infer that ,U (s1 , s2)=,Z ($1 L1s1 , $2L2 s2)=,U ($1 s1 ,
$2 s2) for every ($1 , $2) # }(2), giving symmetry. The proof for (iii) is com-
pleted along the lines of the proof for (i). To see conclusion (iv), choose a
typical K* # C 0n(1(k, t)) with density f*(x1 , x2)=IK*(x1 , x2)C*=IK*($1 x1 ,
$2 x2)C*= f*($1x1 , $2 x2) for ($1 , $2) # }(2) by invariance. A typical non-
singular measure in Mn(1(k, t)) thus has the density
f (x1 , x2 ; G)=|
40
f*(x1 , x2) dG(*) (2.3)
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from (2.2) with 40=40(1(k, t)). The conditional density at x2=x}2 is
f (x1 | x}2 ; G)= f (x1 , x
}
2 ; G)g(x
}
2 ; G) with g(x
}
2 ; G) as the marginal density
at x}2 , and similarly for f (x2 | x
}
1 ; G). The proof is now completed on noting
that sections of K* are convex and that f (x1 | x}2 ; G)= f (&x1 | x
}
2 ; G), so
that L(X1 | x
}
2) # Mk(10) as claimed. K
Following Olshen and Savage [12], a distribution L(T) on Rn is called
:-unimodal about a mode m # Rn if and only if :(t ; g)#t:E[ g(t(T&m))]
is nondecreasing in t>0 for every bounded, nonnegative measurable func-
tion g : Rn  R1+ , with index :>0. In particular, L(T&m) is :-unimodal
about 0 # Rn. Moreover, if L(T) is :-unimodal, then it is also ;-unimodal
for every ;>:.
A basic link connects :-unimodality to other concepts considered here.
The star-unimodal distributions on Rn comprise the closed convex hull of
measures uniform on sets in Rn that are star-shaped about 0 # Rn. These
coincide with the distributions that are n-unimodal about 0 # Rn, as shown
in Theorem 2.1 of Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [3]. Moreover, the star-
unimodal distributions that are also symmetric about 0 # Rn under 10 coin-
cide with the class Mn(10) identified here, as may be seen on applying
remarks given on page 41 of Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [3]. Further
properties are given in the following.
Lemma 3. Let L(T) be :-unimodal about m # Rn; partition T$=
[T$1 , T$2] and m$=[m$1 , m$2] conformably, with T1 # Rk, T2 # Rt, k+t=n;
let W=B$T with B # Fn_k ; and consider a function h : Rn  R1 which is
homogeneous of degree r. Then
(i) L(T) is :-unimodal about m # Rn if and only if L(T&m)=
L(U1:Z) such that U is uniform on (0, 1) and Z # Rn is independent of U.
(ii) L(T&m) is symmetric under a group 1 on Rn if and only if
L(Z) is symmetric under 1.
(iii) L(T) is singular on Rn of rank r<n if and only if L(Z) is
singular on Rn of rank r.
(iv) L(W) is :-unimodal on Rk with mode %=B$m # Rk. In particular,
L(T1) and L(T2) are :-unimodal about m1 # Rk and m2 # Rt, respectively.
(v) L(h(T&m)) is (:r)-unimodal about 0 # R1.
(vi) Suppose further that L(T)=L(#T) for # # 1(k, t), that L(T) is
nonsingular, and that :n; then the conditional distribution L(T1&m1 | t}2)
on Rk is k-unimodal about 0 # Rk.
Proof. Conclusion (i) is established as Theorem 3.5 of Dharmadhikari
and Joag-Dev [3]. Conclusion (ii) follows from (i) since L(U1:Z)=
L(T&m) =L(#(T&m)) =L(U 1:#Z), so that L(Z) =L(#Z), and
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conversely. Conclusion (iii) follows similarly. Preservation of :-unimodality
in (iv) follows from (i) through L(W&%)=L(B$(T&m))=L(U1:B$Z)
with %=B$m # Rk. Conclusion (v) follows similarly through L(h(T&m))=
L(h(U1:Z))=L(Ur:h(Z)) using the homogeneity of h( } ). Support for
conclusion (vi) proceeds on noting for :n that L(T) is also n-unimodal.
Its symmetry and nonsingularity, when coupled with remarks preceding
Lemma 3, assure that L(T) # Mn(1(k, t)) and is nonsingular on Rn. Con-
clusion (vi) now follows directly from Lemma 2(iv), since distributions in
Mk(10) are themselves k-unimodal, to complete our proof. K
As a final remark on unimodality, a probability measure +( } ) on Rn is
called monotone unimodal if for every % # Rn and C # Cn(10), the function
(r)=+(C+r%) is nonincreasing in r # [0, ). Sherman [13] showed that
every distribution in Mn(10) is monotone unimodal. For further discussion
see Section 2.2 of Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [3].
2.5. Centering in Estimation
Various notions of centering are required to gauge bias in estimation, if
necessary without moments. Let T(Y) be an estimator for % # Rk. Then
T(Y) is said to be unbiased in mean if E[T(Y)]=% # Rk, to be unbiased in
location if L(T(Y)) belongs to a location-parameter family with % # Rk as
its location parameter, and to be linearly median-unbiased if a median of
L(a$T(Y)) is a$% for each a # Rk. Regarding modes, T(Y) is said to be
modal-unbiased for % # Rk if L(T(Y)&%) is central convex unimodal on Rk,
i.e., if L(T(Y)&%) # Mk(10), and to be :-modal unbiased for % whenever
L(T(Y)) is :-unimodal about % # Rk. Further motivation for distinctions
among various notions of bias is found in van der Vaart [14], for example.
We turn next to linear models having location-scale or symmetric errors.
Unimodal errors are considered subsequently.
3. LOCATION FAMILIES AND SYMMETRIC ERRORS
Consider Y=X;+= to be of full rank. We focus on linear estimators of
the type ; =L$Y, the ordinary least-squares estimator ; =(X$X)&1 X$Y,
and the vector R=(Y&X; ) # Rn of observed residuals.
3.1. Location-Scale Families
We first consider errors belonging to a location-scale family as in Sec-
tion 2.2 with parameters (0, _), i.e., L(=)=Fn(0, _). It follows using chf ’s
with ; =L$Y that its chf is ,; (s)=eis$L$X;,0(_Ls) for each L # Fn_k , and
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we seek to characterize the location-unbiased solutions, where neither
moments nor symmetry are implied. To these ends it suffices to write L$ as
L$=(X$X)&1 X$+A$. Basic results for such models are summarized in the
following.
Theorem 1. Let Y=X;+= such that L(=)=Fn(0, _), and consider
; =L$Y, ; =(X$X)&1 X$Y, and R=Y&X; , with L$=(X$X)&1 X$+A$.
Then
(i) L(; )=Gk(L$X;, _L) as in Section 2.2, and ; is location-unbiased
for ; # Rk if and only if A$X=0.
(ii) L(; )=Gk(;, _X(X$X)&1), and thus ; is location-unbiased for
; # Rk.
(iii) L(R)=Gn(0, _Bn) and is singular of rank n&k, with Bn=
[In&X(X$X)
&1 X$].
(iv) If V(=)=_2In , then ; is minimally dispersed among all loca-
tion-unbiased linear estimators of the type ; =L$Y for ; # Rk.
Proof. Beginning with L(=)=Fn(0, _), write L(; )=Gk(L$X;, _L) as
in Section 2.2. In order that ; should be location-unbiased, it is necessary
and sufficient that L$X;=; independently of ;, i.e., that [(X$X)&1 X$+
A$] X=In , i.e., that A$X=0, to establish conclusion (i). Conclusion (ii)
follows directly. Conclusion (iii) follows on determining that L(R)=
Gn(0, _Bn) as in Section 2.2, with Bn=[In&X(X$X)&1 X$], together with
standard facts concerning the rank of L(R). The proof for (iv) is com-
pleted on noting that V(; )=_2[(X$X)&1+A$A]p L _2(X$X)&1=V(; ) as
claimed. K
It may be noted that conclusion (i) characterizes the location-unbiased-
ness of linear estimators even without moments. Conclusion (iv) is a non-
standard version of the GaussMarkov theorem pertaining to location-
unbiased estimation under second moments.
3.2. Symmetric Errors on Rn
Suppose that Y=X;+= with L(=) # Sn(10). We seek to characterize the
linearly median-unbiased estimators for ; # Rk, as a criterion free of
moments, of the type ; =L$Y. A principal result is the following.
Theorem 2. Let Y=X;+= such that L(=) # Sn(10), and consider
; =L$Y, ; =(X$X)&1 X$Y, and R=Y&X; , with L$=(X$X)&1 X$+A$. Then
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(i) L(; &L$X;) # Sk(10), and ; is linearly median-unbiased for
; # Rk if and only if A$X=0.
(ii) L(; &;) # Sk(10), and thus ; is linearly median-unbiased for ;.
(iii) L(R) # Sn(10) and is singular of rank n&k.
(iv) If V(=)=_2In , then ; is minimally dispersed among all median-
unbiased linear estimators for ; # Rk of the type ; =L$Y with L # Fn_k .
Proof. As in Section 2.3 the chf of Y is ,Y (t)=eit$X;,=(t) such that
,=(t)=,=(&t). It follows directly that ,; (s)=eis $L$X;,=(Ls), so that
L(; &L$X;) # Sk(10) as claimed in the first part of conclusion (i). It
follows that L(a$(; &L$X;)) # S1(10) for each a # Rk. In order that L(a$; )
should be symmetric about a$;, it is necessary and sufficient that
a$(L$X;)=a$; independently of ; for each a # Rk, i.e., that A$X=0 as in the
proof for Theorem 1, to establish conclusion (i). Conclusion (ii) follows
easily. Support for conclusion (iii) entails using chf ’s as in the proof for (i),
together with standard facts concerning the rank of L(R). Conclusion (iv)
proceeds from (i) since ; is linearly median-unbiased for ; if and only if
A$X=0, and continuing as in the proof for Theorem 1(iv). K
Here conclusion (i) characterizes linear median-unbiasedness in estima-
tion under symmetry even without moments. Conclusion (iv) offers a non-
standard GaussMarkov theorem focusing on median-unbiased estimation
under second moments. Moreover, conclusion (iii) assures the symmetry of
residuals in using residual plots diagnostically in model validation. The
interpretation of such plots may be obscure under asymmetric in com-
parison with symmetric residuals. We turn next to a study of linear models
having unimodal errors.
4. UNIMODAL ERRORS
We consider modal unbiasedness in estimation, tightening distribution-
free confidence bounds under unimodality, and the possible monotonicity
of the power of normal-theory approximate tests under symmetric
unimodal errors.
4.1. Modal Estimation
Consider Y=X;+= having symmetric unimodal errors with L(=) #
Mn(10). We seek modal-unbiased estimators for ; # Rk of the type ; =L$Y
with L # Fn_k . A principal result is the following.
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Theorem 3. Let Y=X;+= such that L(=) # Mn(10), and consider
; =L$Y, ; =(X$X)&1 X$Y, and R=Y&X; , with L$=(X$X)&1 X$+A$.
Then
(i) L(; &L$X;) # Mk(10), and ; is modal-unbiased for ; # Rk if and
only if A$X=0.
(ii) L(; &;) # Mk(10), and thus ; is modal-unbiased for ;.
(iii) L(R) # Mn(10) and is singular of rank n&k.
(iv) If V(=)=_2In , then ; is minimally dispersed among all modal-
unbiased linear estimators for ; # Rk of the type ; =L$Y with L # Fn_k .
Proof. Begin with Z=(Y&X;) and apply Lemma 2(ii) to infer that
L(; &L$X;) # Mk(10). Arguments parallel to those for Theorem 1(i) show
that L(; &;) # Mk(10), so that ; is unimodal about ;, if and only if
A$X=0, to give conclusion (i). Conclusion (ii) follows directly. Conclusion
(iii) entails applying Lemma 2(ii) again, together with standard facts con-
cerning the rank of L(R). Conclusion (iv) proceeds from (i) using A$X=0
as in the proof for Theorem 1(iv). K
Note that conclusion (i) characterizes modal-unbiasedness in linear
estimation under unimodal errors apart from moments. Conclusion (iv) in
turn is a nonstandard GaussMarkov result focusing on modal-unbiased-
ness under second moments.
Parallel results pertain to :-unimodality of errors on Rn. A basic result
follows.
Theorem 4. Let Y=X;+= such that L(=) is :-unimodal about 0 # Rn,
and consider ; =L$Y, ; =(X$X)&1 X$Y, R=Y&X; , and _^2=R$R(n&k).
Then
(i) L(; &L$X;) is :-unimodal about 0 # Rk, and ; is :-modal
unbiased for ; # Rk if and only if A$X=0.
(ii) ; is :-modal unbiased for ; # Rk.
(iii) L(R) is :-unimodal about 0 # Rn of rank n&k.
(iv) If V(=)=_2In , then ; is minimally dispersed among all :-modal
unbiased linear estimators for ; # Rk.
(v) L(_^2) is (:2)-unimodal about 0 # R1.
Proof. Conclusion (i) follows from Lemma 3(iv) on identifying % first
with L$X;, and then with ; as before. Conclusion (ii) then follows
easily. Conclusion (iii) follows from Lemma 3(iv) with k=n and B$=
[In&X(X$X)
&1 X$] on noting that %=B$X;=0 # Rn. Conclusion (iv)
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follows from A$X=0 from (i) as in the proof for Theorem 1(iv). Con-
clusion (v) follows from (iii) and Lemma 3(v), since h(R)=_^2 is
homogeneous of degree 2. K
Note that Theorems 3 and 4 do not require moments except for the non-
standard GaussMarkov results. Under second moments we next sharpen
distribution-free confidence sets for ; and _2 for the case of :-unimodal
errors.
4.2. Sharpened Confidence Bounds
Distribution-free confidence sets for ; # Rk and one-sided upper bounds
for _2 are used routinely in practice based on Chebychev inequalities. We
next show that such bounds can be tightened to give versions of Gauss
inequalities on exploiting the :-unimodality of errors. Details follow.
To these ends take P=[X(X$X)&12, G]$ as an (n_n) orthonormal row
completion of (X$X)&12 X$; note that G$G=In&k and GG$=[In&
X(X$X)&1 X$]; take Y  PY such that
PY=_(X$X)
12 ;
e &, (4.1)
and observe that e$e=(Y&X; )$ (Y&X; )=(n&k) _^2. The following regu-
larity conditions are germane, where +&1( } ) designates the first negative
moment.
Assumptions A. A1. E(; | _^2)=;
A2. V(; | _^2)=_2(X$X)&1
A3. E[(_^2_2)&1]=+&1(_^2_2)<
A4. L(; , e)=L($1; , $2e) for ($1 , $2) # }(2)=[&1, 1]_[&1, 1]
Assumption A1 clearly retains the spirit of GaussMarkov estimation,
for otherwise ; could be improved uniformly on applying the Blackwell
Rao result. Moreover, A3 asserts existence of the first negative moment of
(_^2_2).
To continue, let R(; ; ; , _^2)=[; # Rk : (; &;)$ X$X(; &;)c2_^2] be an
ellipsoidal confidence region for ; # Rk depending on (; , _^2). A standard
Chebychev bound (Jensen [6]) under assumptions A1 and A2 now gives
the bound
P(R(; ; ; , _^2) | _^2)1&k_2c2_ 2 (4.2)
for the indicated conditional probability.
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Against this background, sharpened bounds for _2 and ; under
:-unimodal errors, together with further regularity conditions as needed,
may be summarized as follows.
Theorem 5. Let Y=X;+= such that L(=) is :-unimodal about 0 # Rn
and V(=)=_2In for some _2>0. Then
(i) P(_2c_^2)1&c(2(2+:))2: for every c>0.
Suppose that L(; | _^2) is {-unimodal about ; # Rk for some {>0, and that
assumptions A1A3 hold. Then
(ii) P(R(; ; ; , _^2))1&(2(2+{))2{ (kc2+&1(_^2_2)).
Suppose further that :n and that assumptions A1A4 hold. Then
(iii) P(_2c_^2)1&c(2(2+:))2: now holds with :=n&k for
every c>0; and
(iv) P(R(; ; ; , _^2))1&(2(2+k))2k (kc2+&1(_^2_2)).
Proof. Theorem 3.10 of Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [3] shows that
if L(Z) is :-unimodal about 0 # R1, then
P( |Z|k)\ ss+:+
s: E( |Z| s)
ks
(4.3)
for every k>0 and s>0 for which E( |Z| s) is defined. Conclusion (i)
follows from (4.3) on choosing Z=_^2, s=1, recalling from Theorem 4(v)
that L(_^2) is (:2)-unimodal about 0 # R1, and rearranging terms. To
proceed, let Q(; )=(; &;) X$X(; &;); observe that (X$X)12 (; &;) is
:-unimodal about 0 # Rk from Lemma 3(iv); and conclude from Lemma
3(v) that Q(; ) is (:2)-unimodal about 0 # R1 since it is homogeneous of
degree 2. Applying these facts beginning with expression (4.2), and assum-
ing that L(; | _^2) is {-unimodal about ; # Rk for some {>0, we find that
the correction factor (2(2+{))2{ now appears on the right of (4.2) condi-
tionally, and thus unconditionally, since the correction is independent of
_^2. Conclusion (ii) now follows from (4.3) as in the proof for (i). Under the
further assumptions that :n and that A1A4 hold, the distribution L(=)
is also n-unimodal, whereas L(; , e) # Mn(1(k, t)) under the reflection
group 1(k, t). The marginal distribution of e satisfies L(e) # Mn&k(10)
from Lemma 2(ii) and thus is (n&k)-unimodal. Conclusion (iii) now follows
as before. Similarly, from Lemma 2(iv) we have that L(; | e) # Mk(10) and
thus is k-unimodal, so that a version of conclusion (iv) follows first condi-
tionally, then unconditionally, as in our proof for conclusion (ii). K
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Note that the foregoing bounds are tighter under :-unimodality, the
smaller is :. The cases :=1 and :=n deserve special mention. For :=1,
Lemma 3 shows that every one-dimensional marginal distribution is now
unimodal on R1 under linear transformations, including the elements of
(; , e). For this case the bound of Theorem 5(i) is tightened under
unimodality by the factor [2(2+:)]2:= 49 . Conclusion (i) also holds for
:=n with factor [2(2+n)]2n, but under assumptions A1A4, the factor
may be reduced to [2(2+n&k)]2(n&k) as in conclusion (iii).
We next consider power properties of normal-theory approximate tests
for linear hypotheses under symmetric unimodal errors.
4.3. Monotone Power
We are concerned here with linear hypotheses of the type H : A$;=$0
against K : A$;{$0 with A # Fk_r . In practice normal-theory tests are
often applied as approximate tests on appeal to central limit theory. Such
tests utilize the variance-ratio statistic F=(A$; &$0)$ [A$(X$X)&1 A]&1
(A$; &$0)r_^2, together with the normal-theory acceptance region
A:(; )=[; # Rk : (A$; &$0)$ [A$(X$X)&1 A]&1 (A$; &$0)r_^2c:] (4.4)
for a test at nominal level :. Critical to these applications are properties of
the test when normality fails, including its actual level :* and whether such
tests are unbiased, for example.
To proceed, we suppose that the errors are symmetric and unimodal
such that L(; , e)=L($1; , $2e) for ($1 , $2) # }(2) as in assumption A4,
i.e., that L(; , e) # Mn(1(k, t)) with t=n&k. Basic results under such sym-
metry and unimodality are set forth in the following.
Theorem 6. Let Y=X;+= such that L(=) # Mn(10) and that
L(; , e) # Mn(1(k, t)) with t=n&k. Then
(i) In testing H : A$;=$0 against K : A$;{$0 under nonsingular
errors L(=), the power of the normal-theory F-test at level : is nondecreasing
in a # [0, ) along each ray R($)=[a$ # Rr : a # [0, )] whose direction
cosines are determined by $=A$;{$0 .
(ii) The usual F-test is unbiased, with power never less than the actual
level :*.
Proof. To proceed, we translate both the measure and the acceptance
region to the origin in Rr. Accordingly, let $=A$;{$0 when H fails; let
$ =A$; &$0; and express the acceptance region (4.4) in R
r equivalently as
A:($ )=[$ # Rr : $ $H $ r_^2c:] with H=[A$(X$X)&1 A]&1. The distribu-
tion of $ is now centered at $&$0 , and we consider power of the test along
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the line R($&$0)=[a($&$0) : a # [0, )]. Arguing conditionally with e
fixed, we infer from Lemma 2(iv) that L($ &($&$0) | e) # Mr(10). Since
this conditional distribution is monotone unimodal on Rr from a result of
Sherman [13] as noted and since A:($ ) # C 0r (10) with e and thus _^
2 fixed,
we infer that the conditional probability P(A:($ )+a($&$0) | e) is decreas-
ing in a # [0, ). On taking expectation with respect to L(e), the result
holds unconditionally as well, giving conclusion (i) by complementation.
Conclusion (ii) now follows directly from (i), to complete our proof. K
5. CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that mild assumptions regarding the errors of a model do
indeed translate into structural properties in estimation and hypothesis
testing. These properties encompass location-scale families, symmetry, and
the unimodality of errors in Rn. Under second moments, versions of non-
standard GaussMarkov theory assert that the ordinary least squares
estimators are minimally dispersed among linear estimators that are either
location-unbiased, are linearly median-unbiased, or are modal or :-modal
unbiased. A useful finding is that distribution-free confidence bounds for _2
and ; can be tightened under :-unimodality of the errors. It is reassuring
that normal-theory approximate tests for H : A$;=$0 against K : A$;{$0
exhibit a type of monotone power and, thus, are unbiased for a large class
of non-Gaussian error distributions.
Limit theory often sets guidelines for large-sample properties in
inference, as noted earlier in connection with normal-theory approximate
F-tests. Similar assessments apply in estimation. Under second moments,
linear statistics typically converge to Gaussian limits which are necessarily
symmetric. Without second moments, the limit distribution may be an
asymmetric stable law. In this circumstance, however, knowing that errors
are symmetric would assure convergence to a symmetric stable limit
through Lemma 1(iv).
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